TOY BATTLE SYSTEM

ERRATA
The following erratum applies to the Atomic Super Humans Deluxe and Giant Monster
Rampage Deluxe rulebooks.
ASH page 74: The attack cost for the wall toss combat maneuver should be 2, instead of 1.
ASH page 97: Replace the vehicle machine special power text with the following text:
Special Power, Machine: Vehicles are machines designed to be fast and durable. A
vehicle’s design allows it to move 4x its distance rating during its movement phase and still
make ranged combat attacks during its ranged combat phase. Vehicles are also immune to
any effect that causes knock down.
Even though vehicles are fast, they aren’t as maneuverable as an atomic super
human and therefore they cannot turn as freely as characters. Instead of being able to turn
whenever they want during their movement phase, a vehicle may only be turned once, per
point of daring it possesses, up to 90º to the left or right. If a vehicle with a daring rating
higher than 1 wants to turn more than once during its movement phase, it must first move
1” per point of distance it possess, in the direction it was traveling, before it can be turned
again. For example, if your vehicle had a distance rating of 3 and it turned, it would have to
be moved 3” before it could be turned again. NOTE: A vehicle can only travel forward or
backward during its movement phase. It cannot travel in both directions during the same
turn.
If a vehicle isn’t turned during its movement phase, the vehicle may be moved 1” to
the left or right, for every 3”+ it moves. This move is known as a drift move. A drift move
may be taken at any time after the vehicle has moved 3” or more. Once a vehicle makes a
drift move it must move an additional 3” or more before it can drift again.
GMR page 59: The attack cost for the building toss combat maneuver should be 2, instead
of 1.
GMR page 119: The point cost listed for the power sweep in the close combat quick
reference table should be 10 instead of 20.
GMR Monster Record Sheet: The standard GMR monster record sheet was mistakenly left
out of the deluxe rulebook. You can download a copy of the sheet from the downloads
section of the Radioactive Press website.
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